


!  Cheyenne Names:  Head Chief Woman & Woman 
Standing in the Forest 

!  Extended Families:   

!  Villages 

!  Nation 



!  Have unique Trust Relationship with Federal Govt.   

!  Tribes here first w/inherent powers  

!  Federal Indian Policy & Courts Influence Tribal Sov.  

!  States are excluded from regulating Tribes unless 
Congress has delegated them this federal power. 

!  Tribes have right to self-government 



Article 1:  Congress has power to regulate commerce 
with Indian Tribes 

Article 2: President has power to enter into Treaties with 
Indian Tribes. 

US Supreme Court Cases:  Tribes are “domestic 
dependent nations”.  Conceptual basis for federal trust 
relationship.  



“We can no longer live the way we used to.  There is a 
new way of life that we are going to know”. 

Indigenous people are vulnerable to climate change 
impacts due to resource-based livelihoods and where 
they live.  Displacement, Relocation, & Human Rights.  

Greenhouse Gas Emissions & Climate Change 

Need to adapt as people & cultures to survive. 



!  How do we control our environment? Who has 
power to decide how to control global impacts?  
Countries, Corporations, States, Tribes, citizens.   

!  International Environmental Policy requires 
agreement via Treaties & Conventions and consent 
to be bound by them.  

!  US & China Joint Announcement on Climate GHG 



Intersection of civil rights and environmental law.   

Indian Tribes have additional sovereign right to self-
government, regulatory control over lands.   

Tribes balance need for revenue, jobs by locating solid 
waste disposal sites and power plants on tribal lands. 

1980-90 Congress amended pollution laws for Tribes to 
assert regulatory authority on tribal lands.  



!  Tribes defining unique cultural and spiritual rights. 

!  Removal of Tribes historically resulted in losses 

!  Broader right of indigenous environmental self-
determination 

!  Complex intersection of treaty, statutory, and judicial 
laws & inherent sovereignty for domestic rights. 



TEK :  Knowledge about the environment that comes 
from the life experiences and traditions of a particular 
group of people.  

Tribal Origin Stories, Complex Worldviews.  

Understanding the interrelationships and responsibilities 
among species and the environment. 

Enhance scientific knowledge & influence policy. 



Using international human rights as a basis for an 
indigenous right to environmental self-determination. 

Define cultural and human values as rights 

Collective rights as indigenous peoples tied to traditional 
lands and environments. 



!  Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
adopted by United Nations General Assembly in 
2007 recognizes right of self-determination.  

!  Efforts today to limit green house gases & increase 
use of non-fossil fuels builds momentum for new 
climate treaty this year.  (US & China Joint 
Agreement, Nov. 2014, world’s 2 largest economies 
& ghg emitters)  






